SECURITY SOLUTIONS

serving all your security needs
SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

School security has become a major concern for parents, teachers, administrators, and all other stakeholders. The unfortunate reality of today is that situations we could barely imagine just decades ago are happening with alarming regularity.

THE NEW REALITIES OF SCHOOL SECURITY

School administrators today are charged with thinking well beyond education to the security and wellbeing of their students, teachers, and faculty. This means that while schools, colleges, and universities must be places of learning and enlightenment, we all need to do everything in our power to make them safe and to mitigate threats and risk.

Security is not on the list of "nice-to-haves" – it’s a critical requirement.

HOW E&I CAN HELP

E&I’s has launched a new School Security Program to helps institutions in higher education and K-12 fast-track their approach to school safety and security. Many of our best suppliers’ portfolio offerings feature products and services that can be combined proactively to secure your institution from threats, both physical and digital.

These products and services include items such as alert systems, window and door locks, reinforced glass and entryways, ballistic barriers, biometric scanners, cameras, networking equipment, software and cloud solutions, radio equipment, trained security personnel, technology consulting services, and even background checks, among other things.

E&I’s portfolio of competitively solicited contracts delivers more than just price and cost savings, but also time to market and the ability to act quickly and proactively to mitigate risk and respond to evolving threats, crises, or protocols.
Visit our website at www.eandi.org for complete overviews on the contracts listed in this brochure. You can also contact your local E&I Member Relations Representative or John Lynch, E&I Manager, K-12 & Category Marketing, at jlynch@eandi.org for more details.